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Address SunBell S.R.L.
Via I Maggio, 44/46 
25038 Rovato (BS) 

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Technical double-glazing blinds and cutting-edge solutions to regulate the light, in homes and other environments, are the result of over 30 years of
experience and research by Sunbell Srl. 
The most modern technological solutions, with European patents, take shape with a linear and attractive design, the result of a company that with a
young approach has developed efficient systems for double-glazing blinds with maximum aesthetic and technological comfort.

Double glazing blinds furnish homes, offices and commercial premises, residences and hotels, or public facilities such as hospitals and health centres,
schools and public buildings. 
Venetian blinds, fabric blinds to filter or blackout the light, control units or remote controls: Each situation requires different characteristics, which are
solved by the different models and guaranteed through the high quality that the 100% Italian made supplies and the absolute craftsmanship of the
product ensure for every customer.
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